ANCIENT ASTRONAUT THEORISTS CHALLENGED
By James Collins
The H2 cable channel presents the series ‘ancient aliens’. Several of the personnel
associated with this presentation refer to themselves as ancient astronaut theorists. This
show takes the viewer’s back to ancient civilizations and shows them stone ruins created
using unknown and unusual construction processes. It is obvious that the civilizations,
which existed at that time, created these, although at present we do not know how they
generated these marvels. However, in every instance, our self-ordained theoreticians
immediately jump to the premise that ancient astronauts arrived and showed or assisted
the civilizations with construction using ancient astronaut technologies. This is the
recurring theme of the show and of the ancient astronaut theoristsThey presume that our
ancestors were not as smart or creative as the present generations. However, every
technology and science we have arose from the work they did before us.
I present these questions to the theoristsJames Watt created the steam engine back
in 1765. This became the basis of the Industrial Revolution and that invention by itself was
the basis for all the railroads that crisscross the world to this day. Where or when did the
astronauts arrive to give him this technology?
In 1903 the Wright brothers invented the airplane Where or when did the
astronauts arrive to give them this technology?
In 1908, Einstein created the theory of relativity. Where or when did the astronauts
arrive to give him this technology?
In less than 100 years from the invention of the aircraft, our civilization has airlines
crossing the globe and interconnecting every aspect of life. We have satellites surrounding
the planet running a massive communication system and GPS. We landed on the moon. We
have sent robots and satellites to various planets and we have circumnavigated our own
planet innumerable times. We are present day astronauts.
If you want the public to believe, your outlandish statements about ancient
astronaut technology I ask you to respond to this question.
As you all are relatively intelligent people and belong to the race of present
astronauts, when did you last have an interactive conversation with other creatures on this
planet? You can select dogs, horses, pigs, cats, dolphins, and whales, whatever. You have
knowledge of unbelievable technologies of which these creatures are unaware. When did
you last sit down with a group of dogs for instance have an interactive conversation with
them and teach them how to start a fire or build a simple brick? You should also try to
teach them how to write and since it would be of immense use to them, you should teach

them how to dig up the land and plant a seed. You are effectively modern-day astronauts
with unbelievable advanced technologies. In addition, if the ancient astronauts were able to
develop and deliver these technologies you should be able to do the same to the other
creatures of Earth.
Once you have been able to demonstrate that you can teach lower beings how to do
things using your advanced technology others of us could believe your outlandish claims
about technologies being handed down by ancient astronauts.
Until then you are amusing, outlandish, entertaining, hucksters. You are the ancient
flim flam entertainers and snake oil salesmen. Use your present astronaut technologies to
amaze us. Until then you are just the cause of amusement and laughter. Good luck in your
attempts. Waiting to hear of your success.

TILL THEN

